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Abstract
Students often memorize the definition of a transcriptional promoter but fail to fully understand the critical role 
promoters play in gene expression. This laboratory lesson allows students to conduct original research by identifying and 
characterizing promoters found in prokaryotes. Students start with primary literature, design and clone a short promoter, 
and test how well their promoter works. This laboratory lesson is an easy way for faculty with limited time and budgets to 
give their students access to real research in the context of traditional teaching labs that meet once a week for under three 
hours. The pClone Red Introductory Biology lesson uses synthetic biology methods and makes cloning so simple that we 
have 100% success rates with first year students. Students use a database to archive their promoter sequences and the 
performance of the promoter under standard conditions. The database permits synthetic biology researchers around the 
world to find a promoter that suits their needs and compare relative levels of transcription. The core methodology in this 
lesson is identical to the core methodology in the companion Genetics lesson by Eckdahl and Campbell. The methods 
are reproduced in both lessons for the benefit of readers. The two CourseSource lessons provide the detailed information 
needed to reproduce the pedagogical research results published in CBE - Life Sciences Education by Campbell et al., 2014.

Learning Goal(s)
Students will:
• understand how genes are regulated at the transcriptional level by internal 

and external conditions.
• know how cells with the same genome can produce different proteins.
• demonstrate how cell genomes can be manipulated through experimentation 

to alter function.
• know how microorganisms serve as good model organisms for fundamental 

processes.

Learning Objective(s)
At the end of the activity, students will be able to:
• Describe how cells can produce proteins at the right time and correct 

amount.
• Diagram how a repressor works to reduce transcription.
• Diagram how an activator works to increase transcription.
• Identify a new promoter from literature and design a method to clone it and 

test its function.
• Successfully and safely manipulate DNA and Escherichia coli for ligation 

and transformation experiments.
• Design an experiment to verify a new promoter has been cloned into a 

destination vector.
• Design an experiment to measure the strength of a promoter.
• Analyze data showing reporter protein produced and use the data to assess 

promoter strength.
• Define type IIs restriction enzymes.
• Distinguish between type II and type IIs restriction enzymes.
• Explain how Golden Gate Assembly (GGA) works.
• Measure the relative strength of a promoter compared to a standard 

promoter.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the core concepts covered in just about every 

biology course is information storage and flow (1). A key 
concept in information flow is that promoters are key genetic 
elements that determine the conditions under which a gene 
will be transcribed and how much mRNA will be produced. 
We have been teaching for over twenty years and noticed that 
students could recite this definition of a promoter, but many 
were unable to relate the definition to cell functions. Students 
were often surprised to learn that mutations in promoters 
can result in new phenotypes or diseases. Therefore, we 
developed a new lab lesson that would give our students 
extensive, hands-on experience with promoters that they 
designed based on prior information from their textbook or 
primary literature (2). This lesson is for Introductory Biology 
and is closely associated with a companion lesson in Genetics 
(3). In addition to our goal of increased understanding of 

promoter structure and function, we wanted our students to 
conduct real research rather than simply demonstrate a known 
outcome. Conducting research improves science education 
while also increasing the number and diversity of scientifically 
literate citizens (4-9). We drew on our years of experience in 
mentoring undergraduates in synthetic biology research to 
accomplish both goals simultaneously (10-16).

Synthetic biology is the use of engineering principles, 
molecular cloning methods, and mathematical modeling to 
design and construct biological parts, devices, and systems 
with applications in energy, medicine, and technology. 
Synthetic biology is a new area of research that is amenable 
to undergraduate and high school students (17-21). Although 
our experience is with undergraduates, the pClone Red 
Introductory Biology lesson would also be appropriate for 
high school AP Biology courses, particularly for the newly 
designed AP program (22,23).

We find that, to really understand promoters, students need 
to study a promoter in the lab. In our lab lesson, students start 
by designing a promoter and making a prediction about its 
function, then they clone and test their promoter. For practical 
considerations, we limit students to promoter designs that are 
no more than 60 basepairs (bp) long because the company 
that supplies our oligonucleotides charges more per base 
for synthesis over 60 bases. Because it is very difficult to 
measure promoters in absolute units (e.g., number of mRNA 
molecules per cell), we provide students with a positive 
control RFP expression device (number J04450) that uses a 
very well characterized promoter (Plac; part number R0010) 
and have them calculate the relative strength of their promoter 
compared to Plac which is 200 bp long. One benefit of using 
Plac is that many classes also cover the lac operon. Using a 
familiar promoter reinforces concepts learned during class 
time.

Students taking the first year introductory biology course 
at Davidson are charged with finding a bacterial promoter 
described in the literature. They search PubMed and Google 
Scholar for open access papers that provide the DNA sequence 
as well as experimental test conditions. Students may choose 
a promoter that is negatively regulated by a repressor, or 
positively regulated by an activator, or one that is constitutive, 
meaning that it is not regulated. They are not allowed to 
choose common promoters such as Plac, Ptac, Pbad, Ptet, etc.

Once the promoters are designed, oligonucleotides that will 
form the 60nt double-stranded DNA promoter sequence are 
ordered and returned within three business days. When the 
two oligos are annealed, they produce unique sticky ends that 
ensure directional cloning which we have verified multiple 
times. The key to this lesson is the pClone Red plasmid (part 
number J119137) we designed and built (Figure 1; (24)).

“Red” refers to the common reporter red fluorescent protein 
(RFP) that is included in the plasmid. If unaltered pClone Red 
is transformed into cells, the cells appear green because they 
contain a GFP expression cassette of a “backward” green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) gene and a “backward” (right to left 
in Figure 1) promoter (PlacIQ1; part number K091112). This 
backward promoter is located between GFP and the “forward” 
(left to right in Figure 1) RFP coding sequences on the plasmid. 
Using a new cloning method that is extremely easy, called 
Golden Gate Assembly (GGA; (22,23,25,26), students replace 
the backward PlacIQ1 promoter in pClone Red with their 
experimental promoter, in a “forward” orientation. GGA 
employs type IIS restriction enzymes that allows students to 
simultaneously remove the backward promoter, generate 
two distinct sticky ends, and directionally ligate their forward 
promoter in its place. GGA eliminates GFP transcription driven 
by the “backward” promoter while cloning the “forward” 
experimental promoter. If the experimental promoter is 
functional, it will initiate transcription of RFP (Figure 2, see 
page 3). If the experimental promoter is non-functional, 
neither GFP nor RFP will be expressed.

Students who attempt to clone a promoter can see three 
possible colors of colonies. Green colonies still contain 
the original backward promoter. Red colonies contain a 
functional experimental promoter. Colorless colonies contain 
non-functional experimental promoters.

The removal of the old promoter and insertion of the new 
promoter with GGA takes place in a single tube in one hour. 
Transformation of E. coli takes about 15 minutes. Students 
can easily perform the entire process in a normal laboratory 
session. After students have transformed and plated the 
bacterial cells, each lab group prepares to quantify the RFP 
produced by the transformed cells using a fluorometer (24). 
Students can easily visualize red colonies using UV light or 
white light and pick only red colonies. If no colonies appear 

Figure 1. Diagram showing the key parts of the receiving plasmid pClone Red. A GFP gene (promoter, RBS and GFP coding) are oriented from 
right to left. The promoter is flanked by outwards-facing Bsa I restriction sites. When the promoter is cut out, the sticky ends (white boxes) allow 
a new promoter to be ligated and initiate transcription to the right of RBS and RFP coding. 
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red, they can pick multiple non-green colonies and screen for 
red using the fluorometer.

Intended Audience
Introductory biology laboratory course for potential majors, 

first-year students.

Learning time
Minimum of four weeks in lab, plus time for oral and written 

presentations.

Pre-requisite student knowledge
This lesson teaches students to pipet small volumes and work 

sterilely with bacteria. They need to know DNA base pairing 
and have learned about transcription, though we cover this 
material in class the same weeks when students are designing 
their promoters. This laboratory lesson goes hand-in-hand 
with classroom material and they reinforce each other.

SCIENTIFIC TEACHING THEMES

Active learning
• Students search for answers to questions prior to coming to 

lab. They are called upon in lab to share what they found.
• Student lab groups decide which promoter to build and 

formulate a testable hypothesis about the function of their 
promoter.

• Students use research literature and their understanding of 
how promoters work to choose which portion of a promoter 
to use.

• Students perform the laboratory procedures of cloning a 
promoter, transforming cells, and identifying colonies that 
contain the new promoter.

• Students with positively or negatively regulated promoters 
manipulate the growth conditions to test whether their 
promoter performs as predicted.

• Students interpret the quantitative data they produce.
• Students generate graphical representations of their data 

and conclusions.
• Students communicate their findings in oral and written 

presentations.

Assessment
• Students will assess whether their results support their 

hypothesis.
• Students present their results and interpretations in graded 

oral and written lab reports. Grading rubrics are available 
here: www.bio.davidson.edu/113/grade_Rubrics.html

• Students take pre- and post-surveys to measure 
comprehension of core concepts.

• Students submit their promoter designs and results to two 
online databases

Inclusive teaching
• Student lab groups at Davidson were assembled using 

CATME (http://info.catme.org (27) Team-maker to form lab 
groups with maximum diversity. Students used CATME 
weekly for peer- and self-evaluation of teamwork (see S1). 
CATME is a free web tool that helps students work together 
effectively as a team.

• Students must communicate, collaborate, and self-organize 
at many points throughout the laboratory sessions. Each 
person must contribute at multiple steps every week.

• For the graded oral presentations, students must be prepared 
to present any of the four parts of the presentation. They 
learn their assigned presentation part one hour before 
lab begins. Therefore, each student must master all fours 
sections of the report.

• Oral presentations include questions and answers where 
some students thrive more than others do.

• Students respond to feedback on oral presentation when 
preparing their written lab report in the form of a scientific 
paper.

LESSON PLAN
The Timeline for the pClone for Introductory Biology lab is 

available in supporting file S2.

Instructor Preparation Before Class
Prior to the first day of lab, students submit biographic 

and daily schedule information via CATME web tool (27). I 
employ the TEAM Maker function to produce diverse groups 
of four students each prior to their first lab (sixteen students 
per lab section). CATME TEAM Maker can also be used after 
the first lab for generation of diverse lab groups starting with 
the second lab meeting. Instructors can purchase the pClone 
Red plasmid from Carolina Biological starting in the fall of 
2015. Once they have the plasmid, they can use the reagents 

Figure 2. Close up photographs showing + control, - control and experimental plates. A) Positive control colonies containing Plac+RBS+RFP 
to produce only red colonies. B) Negative control colonies contain receiving plasmid pClone Red but no new promoter so colonies are mostly 
green with some colorless colonies. C) Experimental promoter cloned into pClone Red shows all three colony colors as indicated by colored 
arrows (R = red, G = green, NG = not green).
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supplied in the Carolina Biological kit, or assemble their own 
reagents and produce ample plasmid from a single miniprep. 
Details of the ligation preparation procedure are available in 
the kit or from the supporting file S11. We have found that 
students more fully understand GGA when they perform the 
paper activity during the GGA reaction. Instructors will want 
to print enough copies for each student to have one copy (see 
supporting file S13) as well as access to scissors and clear 
tape. We have provided several additional PowerPoint files 
that instructors can use to present and overview of GGA and 
experimental details. Instructors may use my online course site 
to see the materials employed before and during lab (www.
bio.davidson.edu/113/113labscedule2015.html). Instructors 
will want to familiarize themselves with the synthetic biology 
registry of standardized DNA parts (http://parts.igem.org/
Main_Page). All part numbers (such as J119137) are described 
in detail in the registry.

Student Preparation for Class
Each week, students must complete homework questions 

that are relevant to that week’s lab procedures (see supporting 
file S3). In the first minutes of lab, each group shares with the 
entire class what their answer to one of the pre-lab questions. 
Students learn sterile technique and how to plate transformed 
cells at the moment they perform these tasks when the 
instructor demonstrates once for them.

LAB SESSIONS

General Information
Because this is a four-week wet-lab module, we start slowly 

with dry lab activities to allow time in the classroom to cover 
DNA structure and gene regulation. Then, we cover how 
cloning works in general and GGA with pClone in particular 
(see S4). Students visit the two DNA registries they will be 
using so they realize their work will be part of a publicly 
accessible database of promoters and their functions. Knowing 
that their research will be part of a global research enterprise 
helps students recognize they are doing real science and not 
just reproducing outcomes that are already known.

Students take a pre-survey the first day of class to capture 
what they know prior to any instruction (see S5 and S6). There 
is no simple way into the literature for beginning students, 
so they are taught how to search for papers that describe the 
function of bacterial promoters and contain promoter DNA 
sequences. Students do not need to understand the entire 
paper and should focus on the function of the promoter in a 
prokaryote and whether it is positively or negatively regulated, 
or constitutive (always functions). From this starting point, they 
can develop a hypothesis about how their promoter design 
will function in E coli. To limit expense and increase cloning 
success rates, the total length of the experimental promoter 
cannot exceed 60 bp, which costs about $7.00 for each of the 
paired oligos. Our DNA provider, www.idtdna.com, has a cost 
inflection point at 60 bases.

Choosing a Promoter - Week 1
Lab begins with a summary presentation to students about 

how pClone Red makes promoter research accessible (see S7). 
After question and answers, they search PubMed and Google 
Scholar to find open access research papers that characterize 
a promoter and give its complete sequence. We place few 
constraints on this assignment, other than the promoter must 
come from a prokaryote and it cannot be a well characterized 

promoters such as Plac, Ptet, Pbad, Ptac, etc. Students need to 
determine what cellular or environmental conditions influence 
the transcription of the gene. Reasonable perturbations 
include temperature, salts, and alternative carbon sources. 
Students should include the -10 and -35 regions in their 
designs and should note any protein-binding sites indicated 
for their promoter, though the binding sites do not have to be 
included in their promoters. Inclusion or exclusion of binding 
sites will influence the function of their promoter and should 
be considered when formulating their hypothesis. Students 
complete CATME self- and peer-evaluation (27).

Designing the Promoter - Week 2
The second lab begins with a presentation showing the 

details of how pClone works (see S8). After question and 
answers, students return to their papers and reevaluate 
their promoters. They can revise their hypotheses based on 
learning more in the lecture portion of the course or through 
independent study during the past week. The main point of 
this week is to generate the two oligonucleotides that will be 
used to form the double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) that will be 
base pair to form their promoter (see S9) and predetermined 
distinct sticky ends to facilitate directional cloning. Students 
use an online website called The Oligator (28) that generates 
the two oligonucleotide sequences and screens for internal 
BsaI restriction sites. Students will need to add the appropriate 
sticky end (as shown in Figure 1) to each oligonucleotide. 
Students must submit their promoter sequences to the Registry 
of Standard Parts (29). Students complete CATME self- and 
peer-evaluation.

Cloning the Promoter - Week 3
The afternoon before lab, one student from each lab group 

comes to lab to mix their oligos, boil them for five minutes, 
and allow them to anneal overnight (see S10). During their 
regular lab meeting the next day, students dilute the cooled 
oligos further. After diluting the annealed oligos, students add 
them to the GGA mixture containing the receiving plasmid 
pClone Red, restriction enzyme BsaI, DNA ligase, ATP, and a 
buffer (see S11). The GGA mixture is prepared in advance by 
the instructor and stored in aliquots at -20C. GGA is placed in 
a thermocycler for 20-30 rounds of a two step cycle: 1 minute 
at 37C (optimal temperature for BsaI restriction enzyme) 
and 1 minute at 16C (optimal temperature for DNA ligase). 
Note, GGA is not PCR and there is no DNA polymerase. The 
temperature cycles cut and ligate the DNA multiple times to 
gradually remove the original promoter and ligate in the new 
promoter. More rounds produces higher success rates but take 
longer. The final step of 15 minutes of 37C reduces the number 
of undigested pClone Red plasmids. Students perform GGA 
with pClone Red and their experimental promoter as well as a 
negative control that contains all the same ingredients except 
it lacks their experimental promoter. The positive control 
plasmid containing a fixed promoter and RFP does not need 
to be subjected to GGA. Once GGA is completed, students 
transform three tubes of E. coli cells with three distinct DNA 
solutions: 1) negative control of pClone Red after GGA but 
no new promoter added; 2) positive control of RFP gene with 
Plac promoter (part number J04450); and 3) the experimental 
GGA reaction containing their new promoter (see S12). Each 
ligation is plated onto a separate LB amp plate and allowed 
to grow about 16 hours at 37C. While the GGA reaction is in 
the thermocycler, students perform the paper GGA exercise 
to better understand what is happening to pClone Red and 
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their oligonucleotides (see S13). Students complete CATME 
self- and peer-evaluation.

Characterizing the Promoter - Week 4
The afternoon prior to lab, one student from each group 

picks colonies and grows them overnight at 37C in 3mL of 
appropriate media sterile culture tubes (see S14). Students 
choose colonies after visualizing the transformed colonies 
on a UV light box: three green colonies from the negative 
control plate; three red colonies from the positive control 
plate; and three non-green colonies (red or colorless) from 
their experimental plate. No matter how few in number, red 
colonies indicate the promoter is working. If no red colonies 
appear on the experimental plate, then their experimental 
promoter is not strong or does not work at all under these 
growth conditions. For groups testing an induced or repressed 
promoter, they place their non-green experimental colonies 
in 3mL of LB amp alone as well as 3mL of LB amp plus any 
chemical or environmental conditions expected to regulate 
the promoter. Sterile toothpicks or yellow tips can be used to 
pick the colonies and transfer the cells to media. The same 
colony can be transferred to two tubes of media by a single 
toothpick or yellow tip. Constitutive promoters do not require 
additional growth conditions.

When lab starts, students photograph the colonies on plates 
and culture tubes of overnight cells. Colonies fluoresce best 
on UV light if the lids are removed and plates are placed 
colony side down. Be sure to use protective shielding when 

working with UV light. Alternatively, darker red colonies can 
be photographed under white light if placed on white paper 
and the lids are removed. Tubes over overnight cultures are 
best photographed under white light with white paper placed 
behind the tubes. Photographs should be taken before placing 
aliquots of the overnight cultures in a 96-well plate reader to 
measure RFP fluorescence (585 nm excitation and 615 nm 
emission) to measure expression from the experimental and 
control promoters and light absorbance (OD590) to quantify 
cell density. Students calculate the fluorescence to absorbance 
ratio to normalize the amount of RFP signal to the number 
of cells present (see Options to Extend the lesson to measure 
promoter strength in lieu of using a fluorometer). Fluorescence 
and absorbance do not have absolute units so they are 
measured in arbitrary units. Students spend their remaining 
time interpreting their results and generating graphical 
representations of their data. They also submit their results 
to the two DNA registries, including fold induction when 
comparing the Plac promoter to their experimental promoter 
(Figure 3). Students submit all their information to the Registry 
of Functional Promoters (30). Students complete CATME self- 
and peer-evaluation.

Presenting the Results - Weeks 5 and 6
Outside of lab, students prepare and practice their oral 

presentations. Each presentation is limited to fifteen minutes 
and divided into four sections - introduction, methods, results, 
and discussion. Each student is assigned to a different section 

Figure 3. Student data with functional, experimental promoter. A) Portion of experimental ligation and transformation plate showing three 
colors of colonies as indicated by colored arrows. B) Graph showing student data from a promoter that they hypothesized would be inducible 
(+) but proved to be repressed by their predicted inducer. When the inducer was omitted (-), the colonies fluoresced about 70% as bright as the 
positive control (J04450). Negative control colonies (J100091) shows only background level fluorescence. (R = red, G = green, NG = not green).  
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one hour before lab begins so that every student must prepare 
all four sections instead of just the one section he or she ends 
up presenting. Students receive anonymous written feedback 
from their peers and graded evaluation from the instructor 
(see S15). Students incorporate this feedback when they write 
their lab report, which they submit the following week. Oral 
and written research presentations are graded and returned 
to students so they can benefit from my feedback. Students 
complete CATME self- and peer-evaluation.

Options to Extend the Lesson
The pClone lesson has four possible extensions, all of which 

are appropriate for introductory biology students.

Extension 1: Quantifying without a Fluorometer
If a fluorometer is not available, students can photograph 

colonies and then use the free software ImageJ on a computer 
to quantify the redness of the colonies (31). This photographic 
method is not as accurate as using a fluorometer, but it will 
give quantitative data that students can use to assess relative 
promoter function. The details for using ImageJ are in the 
supplemental materials (see S16; (24). It is worth noting that 
unlike GFP, RFP is easily visualized with normal room lighting.

Extension 2: Quantifying without a UV Light Box
If you do not have a UV light box, or want to use a different 

reporter, you can use pClone Blue (part J119313) that has 
amilCP Blue as the reporter gene instead of RFP (32). pClone 
Blue is paired with a positive control plasmid (part J119128) 
that contains the well-characterized promoter P5. As with 
pClone Red, amilCP Blue can be quantified by photographs 
of colonies taken in visible light and analyzed by ImageJ. 
Alternatively, you can grow the positive control blue cells and 
produce a serial dilution. From this dilution series, you can 
measure absorbance at 400 nm and generate a standard curve 
against which you can compare any experimental promoters 
(see S17).

Extension 3: Dissect Function of Bases in Known 
Promoter

Rather than finding a new promoter from the literature, 
students can mutate a well-characterized promoter such as 
Plac, Ptac, P5, etc. This extension is described in detail in 
the companion CourseSource Genetics lesson by Eckdahl 
and Campbell. Mutational analysis of a promoter could be 
combined with the current lesson by having student introduce 
mutations into promoters that are expected to be under 
positive or negative control.

Extension 4: Verify Cloning of Non-Functional Promoter
One limitation of pClone results is that sometimes plasmids 

contain no promoter at all, because the original promoter 
was removed and the experimental promoter was not ligated 
into the receiving plasmid. The result are colorless colonies, 
which is same phenotype as a plasmid with an experimental 
promoter that does not work or is very weak. To distinguish 
these two possible genotypes, you could either have some 
plasmids sequenced, or you could use PCR to distinguish 
the absence of the 70 bp PlacIQ1 promoter in the original 
plasmid from an inserted <=60bp experimental promoter (see 
S18). I have used PCR screening with my introductory students 
before, but dropped this step because it was not central to my 
learning goals.

TEACHING DISCUSSION

Technical Issues
Perhaps the most compelling aspects of the pClone Red 

module is that it has worked for 100% of all lab groups 
composed of first term, first year students. Further, pClone Red 
is inexpensive and does not require any specialized equipment 
unless you want to quantify the RFP by fluorescence. Students 
have cloned many different promoters and about a third of 
them have worked as predicted. Cloning a non-functional 
promoter is a good lesson for students to realize that their 
hypotheses can be wrong even when they did everything 
correctly. Unexpected results send students back to the 
literature where they are looking for good explanations for 
their results (Figure 3B). Typically, students have truncated the 
promoter too much, but that is a fine outcome and consistent 
with the learning goals and objectives.

Student Comments
Students often start this lab lesson with a fair bit of confusion 

about what they are doing, but early confusion is not always 
bad. As they progress into the semester, they learn more and 
more about promoters so their lab experiences make more 
sense with time. Students have repeatedly told me in person 
and indicated on anonymous course evaluations that they like 
doing real promoter research rather than canned labs. These 
comments are consistent with the data discussed in Vision and 
Change (1) as well as BIO2010 (4). Cognitive psychologists 
have documented that students learn best when they construct 
their own knowledge. This construction process is consistent 
with students moving from initial confusion to eventual clarity 
about how a promoter works and how their research with 
pClone Red tested the function of their promoter (33). As 
an alternative, students could mutate a known promoter, as 
described in the companion genetics lesson by Eckdahl and 
Campbell.

Learning Outcomes
Recently, a lot of attention has been given to Classroom-

based Undergraduate Research Experiences (CURE; 
(22,23,25,26,9,34-39). The pClone Red promoter-
research lesson provides an easy way to provide scale up 
CURE opportunities in all teaching lab sections. In our 
paper describing pClone (24), we showed that students 
accomplished six of the nine learning objectives and are 
listed here. My students could not design a PCR experiment 
to verify a promoter was cloned because this became an 
extension I no longer included. Students did not know how 
to design an experiment to test promoter strength even though 
they had done exactly that in lab. Perhaps the wording of the 
question was unclear, but further investigation is warranted on 
this objective. Surprisingly, they did not improve their ability 
to define a type IIs restriction enzyme, which is a low-level 
cognitive function on Bloom’s taxonomy (40), but this point 
was not emphasized because it was minor compared to other 
goals and objectives.

The pClone Red Introductory Biology lesson addresses one 
of the core concepts and several core competencies outlined 
in Vision and Change (1). It provides faculty with a low cost 
lab module that has allowed 100% of the student lab groups to 
clone a 60bp promoter they designed. The students evaluated 
their hypotheses about how their promoters would function. 
Students are actively engaged in constructing their own 
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understanding about promoters while using many learning 
strategies. Feedback on course evaluations has been very 
favorable and students synthesize their knowledge in oral 
and written laboratory reports that confirm that many of the 
learning goals and objectives are accomplished.

A common misconception is that different cell types in a 
multicellular organism contain different genes rather the 
correct understanding that all cells containing the same genes 
that are differentially regulated at the transcriptional level. 
Working with promoters over an extended period and testing 
the strength of a promoter they designed helps students gain 
a greater appreciation for the central role promoters play in 
cell and molecular biology. Furthermore, students learn to 
clone using a new method that is substantially easier and more 
effective than the traditional approach that often requires gel 
purification and the need for sticky ends generated when type II 
restriction enzymes cut within their recognition sites. Students 
often think that the newest method is normal, rather than being 
as impressed as their instructors are about the improvements. 
Despite their inability to appreciate the advantages of the 
new methods, it is very common for students to share their 
excitement during lab that this synthetic biology promoter lab 
module is real research that other biologists can access and use 
in their own research. It should not be surprising that students 
prefer to do meaningful lab work, rather than busywork 
replicating previous results, or studying a new question that 
is of little interest by the scientific community. It is exciting to 
offer first year students a meaningful research experience that 
is inexpensive and allows every lab group to clone and test a 
new promoter sequence. For four years, 100% of the student 
lab groups have successfully cloned their designed promoter, 
though only about 25% perform as expected which produces 
a very rich learning environment when students can learn that 
unexpected results are normal in research.

This lesson spells out the details of how to implement a 
course-based, undergraduate research experience (CURE) 
within the budget and time constraints of a typical lab. In 
particular, the degree of difficulty and cost of the lab are 
consistent with a typical introductory biology course intended 
for majors and potential majors. In 2014, we published a 
detailed description of the learning objectives and student 
assessment data in CBE - Life Sciences Education (24).

SUPPORTING MATERIALS
• S1. pClone Intro-Links to CATME and How to Pipet
• S2. pClone Intro-Timeline of pClone Red Introductory 

Biology Laboratory Lesson
• S3. pClone Intro-Weekly Questions for Students to Answer 

Prior to Lab
• S4. pClone Intro-Links to Introduction to Synthetic Biology 

and Cloning
• S5. pClone Intro-Pre- and Post-Assessment Questions, no 

answers
• S6. pClone Intro-Pre- and Post-Assessment Questions, with 

answers
• S7. pClone Intro-Overview of Golden Gate Assembly for 

Promoter Research
• S8. pClone Intro-Details of Golden Gate Assembly for 

Promoter Research
• S9. pClone Intro-Designing Experimental Promoter
• S10. pClone Intro-Annealing Promoter Oligonucleotides
• S11. pClone Intro-Golden Gate Assembly with pClone Red
• S12. pClone Intro-Transforming DNA into E. coli Cells

• S13. pClone Intro-Paper Activity for GGA Cloning into 
pClone

• S14. pClone Intro-Phenotype Analysis after Transformation
• S15. pClone Intro-Lighthearted BINGO Scorecard to 

Improve Oral Presentations
• S16. pClone Intro-Quantifying pClone Red Promoter 

Strength with ImageJ (no fluorometer)
• S17. pClone Intro-Using pClone Blue instead of pClone Red 

(no UV light
• S18. pClone Intro-pClone Genotyping to Verify Promoter 

Cloning 
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